
 

 

 

 

 

 

FOURTH ANNUAL  

REICHHOLD HAIGA COMPETITION 

FINAL RESULTS 

 

Prune Juice Journal 

Brent Goodman 

Failed Haiku 

Mike Rehling  



 

 

 

 

 

 

Traditional Section 
Judged by Ron C. Moss  



1st Place 
Belinda Broughton 
 
in the hallway 
a small dance between 
the mouse and me 
 

 
Here we have a haiga in the best tradition of lightness and play, which we so admire from the                   
traditional masters of sumi-e and haiga. There is a wonderful movement to this painting and               
every element seems to be alive and dancing together. From the wonderful handmade paper to               
the strong but playful brushstrokes and crisp and finely rendered words, this ticks all the boxes                



for me of a traditional haiga. The human element of this senryu and the interaction with a tiny                  
mouse reminds me of the best works of Issa and his love of all creatures and especially the                  
much-maligned tiny ones. A simple but very effect haiga makes this a winner for me, and every                 
time I view it I can only smile and do a little dance of my own. This is so very well done and                       
brimming with all the joy of being alive in the moment. 
 
 
2nd prize 
poet, Johnnie Johnson Hafernik artist, Dorothy S. Messerschmitt 
 
in the park 
jazz from the saxophone 
between storms 

 
This is a lovely collaboration between the poet and artist, which flows nicely with both words and                 
art working together beautifully. The finely rendered musical notes float in the air in a rainbow of                 
colours. The printed words are pleasing to the eye and fit well with the nicely painted art. With                  
the senryu, we are taken to a natural moment that is spaced with the sounds of the saxophone                  
performed in a park setting. This is a joyful and uplifting moment that is well presented in both                  
art and poetry.  



3rd Prize 
Gautam Nadkarni 
 
physical culture 
the yogi’s lengthy discourse 
on silence 

 
A keen observation of human nature gives us an amusing joke and the excellent crafting of a                 
cartoon-like figure makes this a very pleasing haiga. The rounded shape of the figure makes the                
drawing life-like which almost jumps off the page in a 3D effect. Every part of this is well                  
constructed and full of life. 
 
 
 

 
  



Highly Commended 
 
John Hawkhead 
 
caveman silhouette 
he pulls on his leopardskin 
posing pouch 
 

 
 
This is a very finely drawn portrait of the leopard, which fits beautifully with this very funny                 
senryu. The use of a black background accentuates all the components. The font spacing is well                
designed and is balances against the powerful illustration. The intense stare from the keenly              
drawn eyes draws us into the words and image, and image and words, very well done. 
 
 
 
  



Pamela A.Babusci  
 
first winter alone 
the blue moon 
stains deeper 
& deeper 

 
 
Here we have a strongly brush “Moon” kanji or Chinese writing character, that fills the page with                 
a brightness from the “flying white” of downward dry brush strokes. This perfectly matches the               
aloneness of the human element of the first winter. There’s a lovely juxtaposition between a               
dark blue moon that stains, and goes deeper and deeper. A very evocative haiga which               
balances well the strength of the brushed moon character, and the evocative imagery and              
emotion on the senryu.  



Duro Jaiye 
 
starlight 
one mosquito 
off-key 
 

 
 
This entry is full of the beauty of “white space” which is a traditional approach and design                 
element that is always pleasing to the eye. The red chop or seal is balanced well with the                  
minimal ink painting. To the poet’s ears, something is off-key, perhaps the mosquito and the               
slight ambiguity adds an element of intrigue to the scene. There are many pleasing traditional               
aspects to this haiga that combine well for a very pleasing collaboration. 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photographic/Mixed Media Category 
Judged by Steve Hodge  



Winner #1 
Mary Kendall 

 

 
 

Kendall’s question – when did childhood disappear – is exactly the right one for our time; a time 
when a government separates completely innocent children from their parents and locks them in 
cages for purely political reasons. Kendall’s question brings to the fore the stark reality that, for 
some, even innocent children are merely pawns in a political game in which politics trumps all 
else - even the concept of childhood itself. 
 
This is a powerful senryu, backed by an image which brings to mind the sight of barbed wire in a 
dark world which is hidden from our sight. 
 
  



Winner #2 
Marianne Paul 

 

 
 

The problem of climate change is finally reaching the point where deniers are no longer able to 
ignore the elephant in the room – our planet is warming. But Paul’s assertion that there are no 
more elephants in the room points out the fact that climate change is proving to be deadly to 
many of Earth’s animals and poses the question; if we don’t take action to mitigate the reality of 
climate change, will we someday find that there are no more elephants?  
 
I love the way the playful image and serpentine text in this haiga draw us in before delivering its 
unexpectedly profound statement. It’s a great haiga! 
  



Winner #3 
Pris Campbell 

 

 
 

This is a delightful haiga! Just as the iguanas in this photograph seem to be looking to the 
heavens as if they expect to find something there other than an ordinary sky, people also look 
for meaning – and sometimes wonder if they find it – in ordinary things. We want to believe that 
our prayers are heard. Is there some significance to the rhythm of chirping crickets? Is there 
meaning in the fact that a butterfly landed on my knee after my morning walk today? How about 
the flickering of fireflies? Surely it could mean something! 
 
For me, this haiga’s delightful image and gentle good humor hit the ‘human foibles’ nail squarely 
on the head. It’s a wonderful piece! 
 
 
  



 

Honorable Mentions 
 

Mary Kendall 
 

 
 

This haiga will ring true for any one of a certain age who sometimes finds gaps in his or her                    
memory. When this happens to me, I try not to dwell on the fact that my memory occasionally                  
fails me. Instead, I privately gloss over the fact that I’m aging by ‘sewing over’ the missing                 
memory. 
 
By the way, I didn’t forget that I’d already chosen one of Kendall’s submissions as a winner                 
when I chose this honorable mention! It’s just too spot-on not to recognize. 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 
Barbara Kaufmann 

 

 
 

As one ages, he or she realizes that all of the activities of the world will continue after they’re                   
gone. The older one gets, the more often this realization occurs to them. This is a powerful                 
haiga because of that premise and, for me, because the human figures in the photograph are                
seen only in silhouette – almost as if those people occupy a world partially separated from the                 
viewer. The winter kigo also works perfectly in this haiga, denoting the end of seasons (and life)                 
and the chilling fact of the realization of pending death. 
 


